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Dear Friends, 

I was having coffee with Sister Susan, who is not so active these days, this 

morning.   We usually share coffee time together and sing praise songs.   

This morning I was lost in my own thoughts of the newsletter.   Becoming 

aware that I hadn’t spoken with Susan, I said, “I’m thinking, Susan,” to 

which she replied immediately, “Are they good thoughts?”   That seemed 

a crucial question and at once I knew the theme of this newsletter.   Are we thinking good thoughts?   Many 

years ago we were encouraged as a Community to ask a question before speaking: “Is it kind, is it true, is it 

necessary?”   It is a good question to ask ourselves. 

We are continually receiving books that people bring to us because they are downsizing and in this way we have 

access to many books that otherwise we would not have the opportunity of reading (but please no more for a 

while!).   One book that came in recently dated back to the early days of the Charismatic Renewal.   It is written 

by a pastor of an American mega-church, and he refers to a book by Catherine Marshall which many of you will 

have read, as I had done many years ago, called “Something More”.   In that book Catherine Marshall has a 

chapter on “Ought Against Any” in which she explains the importance of releasing people from our judgmental 

attitude.    Am I thinking good thoughts about people or am I bringing them under my judgment?   It is a good 

question.   I know I am in danger of the latter especially in the present climate in the church when the 

temptation is to polarize into groups.   The temptation has been there from the early days of the church.  The 

church in Corinth was divided, some saying,   “ I belong to Paul”, and others,  “I belong to Apollos”.   Paul’s 

answer is that they are still living as the world lives. (1 Cor 3:1-6).  They have been called to something better.   

So often our judgments revolve around the pastor or church leader.   We judge their leadership, their 

management skills, their family life.   What are we doing?  We are bringing them under our judgment and 

ourselves under the judgment of God.   We need to release them.   It begins much further down the line of 

course.   We face it daily in our Community life, “That Sister sings too loudly”, “That Sister eats too much”.   It is 

usually not said openly, it is in our thought life where it emerges   It may be true but we have no right to make 

that judgment.   That is God’s job.   It is schismatic.  

I’ve been in this place before.   How easy it is to fall back into a judgmental attitude but it divides churches and 

communities, leads to mistrust and in fact is not our responsibility.   God is the only one who has the right to 

make a judgment and of course we all will one day be called to account.    

Last words are always important.   The last words of the Apostle John were, “Little children, love one another”.   

He was reiterating the words of Jesus, “A new commandment I give to you that you love one another” (John 

13:34).   If I want to live in love and forgiveness I have to give up judging people, whether it’s the clothes they 

wear or the colour of their skin, or their sexual orientation - but let us not add another “ought”:  “I ought to 

love”.   It is the grace of God that covers our sin and heals our wounds.        

As a Community, we have had joys and sorrows during the days of 

lockdown, which is probably your experience too.   We have been 

overwhelmed with thankfulness to God and His people as he has provided 

for us each week.   We give praise for His sustaining grace, for each other, 

for pain and healing, for the joy of our refurbished chapel and our amazing 

stained glass windows.    

Those of you who have been guests with us in the past will see many 



                   What a mess! 

changes in the house and garden.   Walls between guest rooms have been taken 

down making two rooms into one, thus making it possible for each room to be 

ensuite, and guests to have the facility to make drinks and be self-contained while 

with us.   We still have communal meals with social distancing in place and each 

guest served food by a Sister.   We have continued our rhythm of life, with 

morning and evening prayer for Community and guests.   Our extra room built on 

to the original chapel, which was for 

overflow guests on special occasions, has 

made it possible for us to sing as a 

Community while we have guests in the 

sanctuary area.   The Father really went 

before us in this provision.   We can only 

receive 6 guests at a time and at present 

can only offer Thursday to Monday each week as we have to do a deep 

clean between guests.   We can take one day guest if we have fewer than six overnight guests.    

The landscaping after the extension to Bethany is almost complete.   Our new pond with its lovely waterfall now 

houses many fish and the garden is looking very beautiful which is due not only to landscapers but to the garden 

Sisters and Brothers.  

It was a special moment for us in May when Bishop Mark, our new Diocesan Bishop of Chester, officially became 

our Bishop Guardian.   We are grateful to our Vicar, Rev Nikki Eastwood, for leading us through this service of 

blessing.   We have been grateful also for Mrs Chris Allen who, as our Designated Safeguarding Person has 

guided us through safeguarding training.  

We have already received a few guests on an invitation basis to see if our Covid procedure works.   We are 

grateful to those who have responded to this and we are pleased at the way things have gone.   So we are ready 

to welcome you later in July, with social distancing in place if that is still a necessary requirement. 

With thanks to all of you for your help and encouragement, for your prayers, for all your giving to us; and to 

those who have given us anonymous gifts and so have not received a personal thank you, we thank you now. 

With our love in the Lord Jesus, 

The Sisters and Brothers of Jesus Way 
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